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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF
Thank you for taking the time to read about the operation of our department, we truly
appreciate your interest! It is an honor and a privilege to be the Chief of Police for the
Gastonia Police Department where bridges between the public and our officers have
resulted in so many positive accomplishments over the last few years, especially today
amidst the most challenging times that law enforcement faces. This is why, more than
ever, building strong relationships based upon genuine trust between residents and law
enforcement is essential and will accomplish outstanding results. Service to the community is at the heart of everything each police officer should do, both now and in the
future.
The 2018 Gastonia Police Department’s Annual Report highlights our dedication to
excellence and more importantly, our continued commitment to provide effective, efficient and responsive
police services to the citizens and visitors of Gastonia. Our agency constantly strives to reach out to the public
we serve whether responding to calls for service, partnering with area community services to assist in bettering
our local neighborhoods, or through community activities for adults and children.
This report provides an overview of services provided by our Department and activities that were shared with
those whom live, work, and visit our community. I am extremely proud of both our accomplishments and the
trusting relationships we have forged and continue to strengthen with the citizens and visitors of Gastonia. The
men and women of this organization have met the year’s challenges with pride, dedication, and professionalism.
It is my hope that after reading this report you will have a better understanding and appreciation for what the
men and women of this Department accomplish each day.
Sincerely,

Robert Helton
Robert Helton, Chief of Police

The Gastonia Police
Department is a professional
police services organization
that is committed to
enhancing the quality of life
for all citizens by utilizing
the philosophy of
Intelligence-Led Problem
Oriented Policing to prevent
crime and reduce the fear of
crime.

To Protect, Serve, and Enhance
the Quality of Life for All.

● Sanctity of Human Life
● Integrity
● Professionalism
● Commitment
● Empathy
● Employees
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
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POLICING IN OUR COMMUNITY
Captain Reid Brafford
Captain Keith McCabe

Captain Paul Smith

Captain Trent Conard

Captain Mike Lari
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the

City of Gastonia
Crime Clock for
2018

Citizen Initiated Calls for Service

Special Check
Alarm
Domestic
Civil Disturbance
Vehicle Accident

2018 WORKLOAD
33%

ADMINISTRATIVE TIME
1 MURDER EVERY 52 DAYS
1 RAPE EVERY 12 DAYS
1 ROBBERY EVERY 3 DAYS
1 AGGRAVATED ASSAULT EVERY 23 HOURS

44%

CITIZEN INITIATED

1 BURGLARY EVERY 14 HOURS
1 LARCENY EVERY 3 HOURS
1 MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT EVERY 28 HOURS

the crime clock represents the
annual ratio of crime to fixed
time intervals, but does not imply
regularity in the commission of
crime

64%
are related to
non-criminal
events

23%

OFFICER INITIATED
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THE YEAR IN NUMBERS
77,024
POPULATION

-27%
OVERALL CRIME
2008-2018

SOCIAL MEDIA
51.8 SQUARE MILES
8,926
CRIMINAL OFFENSES
Part I Violent Crimes: …………………. 465
Part I Property Crimes: ……………… 3,830
Part II Crimes: .…….….….………….. 4,631

Website Visits: ……………………. 27,062
Facebook Followers: ……………… 17,346
Twitter Followers: ………………… 2,377
NextDoor Members: ………………. 8,422

226
VEHICLES IN FLEET

199 EMPLOYEES
Sworn: …………………………… 176
Non-Sworn: ……………………… 23

4,324
TRAFFIC CRASHES
87,237
CALLS FOR SERVICE
PERSONS ARRESTED
Part I Violent Crime: ……………… 155
Part I Property Crime: …..………… 852
Part II Crimes: ……………………4,899
Juvenile Arrests: …………………… 95
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With help from the
community, we
raised

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

OVER
THOUSAND

Special Olympics:
Law Enforcement Torch Run & No Shave November

Gaston County Cancer Services:
Pink Patch Project

and donated time,
goods, and services to
support numerous
charities.

Shop with a COP: Fourth Annual Event
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RECRUITMENT & RETENTION
Like many agencies across the United States, the Gastonia Police Department (GPD)
has made recruitment and retention a priority. The department faces three continuous
challenges; recruiting good candidates, training them in a manner so they not only
learn the job of policing and to do it in a safe manner, but also to do it in a
community-oriented approach, and finally to retain officers for the long-term.
Effective recruitment and training strategies are only as good as the officers that stay
for the long-term; if officers leave within one to three years, the agency loses a great
deal.
The GPD has been faced with the need to recruit candidates before, but in today’s
limited manpower environment and ever-evolving workforce, the department is in
serious competition with other law enforcement organizations, and with private
industry, for the best qualified applicants. To help address this, the GPD has
implemented many changes in hiring and retention practices.
In 2018, the GPD made changes to the tattoo policy, broadened the residency radius
requirements, obtained four over-hire positions, increased training for recruiters,
instituted leadership training for all employees, and also implemented a bonus
program to assist with both recruitment and retention. The department was also a
recipient of Justice Assistance Grant funds to create a recruiting video. The department continues to work on creating a career development program and formalized
succession plan to provide growth for all employees.

GPD Area of Focus

26 Sworn Hires

1 Civilian Hire

220 Online Applications
14 Female

20 Non-White

81 Packets
Received

17 of 26 sent
to B.L.E.T.

7 Recruiting Initiatives
10 Applications
4 Hired
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ENGAGING OUR YOUTH
The Gastonia Police Department (GPD) is a community policing organization that
values positive interaction with the community. Interactions that begin with youth are
very important, and help to establish a lasting relationship, which can positively
change the way youth interact with law enforcement for a lifetime. In essence,
building bonds and trust between youth and police can have a preventative effect on
juvenile crime and victimization, while improving quality of life in our neighborhoods.
In addition to various programs that occur throughout the year; such as National Night
Out, BikeSAFE, and the Explorer Program, the GPD continues to engage in Shop with
a COP, CSI Camp, GREAT Kids Camp, and Unity in the Community. A majority of
these community programs are made possible by the financial assistance of the
Gastonia Police Foundation (GPF). A partnership with the GPF is what helps to ensure
that these programs continue from year to year. The benefit to a partnership like the
one with the GPF is that not only do the youth
in our community build relationships with their
officers, they see how law enforcement works
with other area organizations to help make
positive change within the community.
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POLICE AND COMMUNITY UNITE
On a beautiful Saturday afternoon on September 22, 2018, little Maddox Ritch, 6 years old and diagnosed with Autism,
vanished from his father’s sight at Rankin Lake Park in Gastonia, NC. Within hours, the police department was called
and the search for Maddox began. In less than 24-hours, the FBI, SBI, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, Gaston
County Sheriff's Office, Gaston County Emergency Management, Gaston County Police, Gastonia and Gaston County
Fire Departments, Lincoln County Sheriff's Department, Lincolnton Fire, Charlotte Fire, Stanley Rescue, Lincoln County
Land Search team, Spartanburg County Search and Rescue and Search and Rescue Dog Assistance, and Central Carolina
K-9 Search Team, and other area first responders were on scene to help locate Maddox. With each passing day, the search
intensified using planes, drones and helicopters in the air and ATV’s and K-9 teams on the ground. Hundreds of people
were working around the clock and sifting through over 250 tips leads to help find Maddox, alive and safe. Chief Helton
said that “this was the biggest response to an event he had seen in 32 years.” The
community was very generous to help donate food and other resources to keep
the search moving forward.
After a week of searching day and night for Maddox, on September 27th, the
resolution was not what law enforcement was hoping for, as the body of
Maddox Ritch was discovered off Highway 321, a mile east of the park in Long
Creek. Law enforcement, and the community, was heartbroken. The medical
examiner took some time to identify the cause of death, but later confirmed it
was due to drowning. The memory of Maddox will forever be in the hearts of
all law enforcement and the community that worked so tirelessly to find him.
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120
HOURS

22.5
SQUARE MILES

OVER 250
TIPS AND LEADS

OVER 2 DOZEN
LAW ENFORCEMENT
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SUPPORTING VICTIMS

Community Partners

Victims are not only those who fall at the hand of violent crime, but those who are
subjected to property crime, identity theft, larcenies, and more. Working with the
community and partner agencies to end the cycle of violence and victimization is the
motivation that inspires officer’s work. While all officers are in essence victim
advocates, there were no trained certified advocates on staff until March 2018 when
the Gastonia Police Department (GPD) was awarded a grant from the Community
Foundation of Gaston County to help create a Victim Witness Advocacy Liaison
Team.
The grant sponsored six officers to be certified in victim/witness services through the
North Carolina Victim Assistance Network (NC VAN). The concept of a Victim
Witness Advocacy Liaison Team is one that is victim-centered and encompasses the
best practices seen throughout the United States. It enhances current services and
provides any victim of crime specific, appropriate, and accessible services 24/7, day
or night.
Prior to the program’s initiation, the GPD had only been handing out approximately
500 victim/witness pamphlets, which provides victims with community
resource information. After the inception of the program, the GPD
handed out approximately over 1,800 pamphlets, which was 13%
greater than the year before. And the Liaison Team focused on providing victim/witness information through community meetings, public
events, and other speaking engagements.
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Crime Prevention
Activities

CRIME PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
The Crime Prevention Bureau, along with Community Coordinators, are in charge
of various programs throughout the community. The officers assigned to these areas
spend countless hours mentoring in the schools, partnering with churches, working
special events, and hosting specialized programs to address neighborhood safety
concerns.
In 2018, the need for specialized active shooter training came about due to the
number of mass shootings that had been occurring throughout the United States. The
GPD is aware that fear can be disabling, but that preparedness can help to mitigate
a mass casualty and help to create positive change. Beginning with a CPTED
assessment of the business and a thorough review of their security policies, a team
of community coordinators then provides a two hour seminar on how to prevent,
prepare, and react to an active shooter scenario. Prevention is an important component of any assessment; working to harden the facility so that an active shooter
situation can be stopped before it even occurs. Overall, the trainers want people to
be safe and to learn if faced with a situation of targeted violence, how to walk away
a survivor.
Over the past year, the team of community coordinators trained 25 businesses and
15 churches. The need for additional training continues to be requested, and the
GPD’s commitment to continue actively providing prevention and preparedness to
address targeted violence to area businesses remains strong. The team’s experience
is vast, and includes tactical expertise, self defense, and crisis intervention.
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STATISTICAL DATA: OPS
External Citizen
2017 2018

Sustained
2017 2018

Not Sustained
2017 2018

Unfounded
2017 2018

150%

233%

42%

Internal Directed
2017 2018

Sustained
2017 2018

Not Sustained
2017 2018

Unfounded
2017 2018

30%

nc

400%

23%

n/a
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Top Three Contributing Factors for Crashes in 2018

STATISTICAL DATA: TRAFFIC
Crashes
Driver Inattention
1,496

5,360
Crashes with Injury

949
Failure to Reduce Speed
1,216

Failure to Yield the Right of Way
678
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STATISTICAL DATA
Crime Trend Per 100,000 Population
2002-2018
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STATISTICAL DATA
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STATISTICAL DATA
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STATISTICAL DATA
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STATISTICAL DATA
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STATISTICAL DATA: CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION
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AWARDS AND RECIPIENTS

Officer of the Year
Clint Bridges

Civilian of the Year
Janet Griffin

COP of the Year
Don Brittain

COP of the Year
Doug Carpenter

William Linkous
&
Jenna Hollifield
(Not Pictured)

Lifesaving Award
Heath Stanley

Lifesaving Award
Josh Wood

Lifesaving Award
Jessie Yager

Explorers of the Year
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AWARDS AND RECIPIENTS

Chief’s Achievement Award Chief’s Achievement Award Chief’s Honorable Mention
Chief’s Honorable MentionJonathan Scher
Amy Hawkins
Scott Norton

Unit Meritorious Service
Eric Wiggins

Unit Meritorious Service
Morris Elliott

Unit Meritorious Service
Mike Watts

Military Service Award
Trent Michaels

Military Service Award
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